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Chancellor Dan Jones diagnosed with lymphoma
LOGAN KIRKLAND

ltkirkla@go.olemiss.edu

T

he University of Mississippi’s Chancellor Dan Jones was diagnosed with
lymphoma, following several days of
tests this week at The University of
Mississippi Medical Center in Jackson, according
to a press release sent by the university yesterday
afternoon.
Lymphoma is a form of cancer that affects the
lymphatic system, a major part of the immune
system. Almost 80,000 new cases of lymphoma
are expected to be diagnosed in the U.S. this year,
according to the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society.
Danny Blanton, director of public relations, said
he is not sure how long the symptoms have been
present, but the diagnosis was made this week
after several days of testing and Jones will immediately undergo chemotherapy. Jones’s attending
physician is Dr. Joe Files.
Blanton said with Jones being a medical doctor himself, he is sure Jones was able to identify
symptoms, which led him to seek attention.
Blanton said Provost Morris Stocks will serve as
the senior university executive while Jones is unavailable, but Jones will still be working and functioning as the chancellor.
“If the need arises, and he needs to be on the Oxford campus, and his condition will allow him then
he’ll do that,” Blanton said. “There is no concern
about being out of communications contact of not
FILE PHOTO: THOMAS GRANING

SEE JONES PAGE 3

‘Big game’ weekends leading to higher bar covers
WILL CROCKETT

jwcrocke@go.olemiss.edu

Students wanting to go out for
a drink on the Square during recent game weekends have been
noticing a recurring trend: increasing bar cover fees.
Both Alabama, Tennessee and
Auburn weekends have seen increasing bar cover prices. One
local bar owner, who wished
to remain unnamed, said larger cover prices come with the
territory of higher profile game
weekends.
“The bigger profile games
usually bring bigger crowds,”
the bar owner said. “(The larger crowds) can drive the price
up because we have to hold at
capacity, and there are a lot of
people who can’t get in who are
willing to pay more to try to get
in.”
While this bar owner in particular tries to never charge
over a $20 cover for his bars on

the Square, he’s seen instances
where individuals have offered
money over the cover price just
to get in.
The owner described instances
during the Alabama game weekend when his bar was charging a
$20 cover and having to operate
under a “one in, one out policy.”
“During Alabama weekend,
people were offering $40 to $60
once it was ‘one in, one out,’ and
we couldn’t let more people in,”
the bar owner said.
When asked if he felt larger
covers were possibly turning
away students’ business, the local bar owner felt that wasn’t the
case.
“Not necessarily,” the owner
said. “Students know we don’t
charge (a cover) before 9 p.m.,
and that they can always come
early to get in free and have a
wristband to come back later.”
Andrew Baker, senior Ole

SEE BAR COVERS PAGE 3

FILE PHOTO

Cover fees for bars on the Square have been noticeably high during certain game weekends.
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by Talley Diggs

This place is not mine but ours, shared in unremitted resistance,
we tug reluctantly—as our parents did—against its kudzu tether
that wrings the limp neck of change and digests progress slow as supper’s grease,
But our preachers taught us to call these dirt roads home
		
if only to scold us into forgiving their trespasses.
A dry well’s faucet; all decency in this state pours into our streets,
all cries against temptation toll from our church bells
		
for thine is the kingdom and the power and the sound and the fury
Sunday services obligate the masses, which come forth as unwilling as worms from soggy ground, singing “on earth as it is in heaven” but hoping for so much more.
Oxford feeds from the milk of its mother’s copper tears,
tears yielding pristine cotton that quilts guilty fields like down
as if to cry “deliver us from evil” to some other god’s sanctuary
Each spring I bloom with magnolias, spreading seeds of loathing in this velvet ditch but it is mine, ours,
and we share its red clay like keys to a club that no one ever asked to join.
We all come here the same way, like intruders in the dust,
born broken into a broken tradition and always surrendering
defeated by the sweltering heat that drowns the desires we once dared to dream
And as we lay dying, our unwashable hands clinch to regret our plea “forever and ever
amen.”
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The Daily Mississippian welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be addressed to The Daily Mississippian, 201
Bishop Hall, P.O. Box 1848, University, MS, 38677-1848,
or e-mailed to dmletters@olemiss.edu.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no longer than
300 words. Letters may be edited for clarity, space or libel.
Third-party letters and those bearing pseudonyms, pen
names or “name withheld” will not be published. Publication is limited to one letter per individual per calendar
month.
Letters should include phone and email contact information so that editors can verify authenticity. Letters from students should include grade classification and major; letters
from faculty and staff should include title and the college,
school or department where the person is employed.
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The Absence of Time: The Listener and the Muse

by Pace Ward

Suddenly I realize just how meaningless the commonly accepted increments of time are to me:
Seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks,
And I pray not months.
For these things no longer exist, much less function as measurements of time for me.
I no longer stand at my part-time night job counting down the seconds, minutes, hours until I can walk out the front door with my finger resting on
the call button and your name selected in my contacts.
Because speaking with a blindfold over your face ultimately leads to your unmasking and the realization that you’ve only been speaking to a brick
wall this entire time.
And speaking without laying eyes on the beauty that is you, my listener, can only suffice for so long.
So instead of counting down seconds, minutes, hours.
I have calculated the average number of times I am reminded of you and your absence throughout each of my shifts.
I have added and divided the number of times I am excused from class to the bathroom to cry or vomit in one day because being away from you
makes me so sick.
And I have removed the face of my watch and replaced it with the fading memory of the beauty that is you, my muse.
This is how I tell time now.
Or rather, this is how I tell you about the ridiculous idea of it—time.
Time is nonexistent.
Ask the man who sits at the table in a fine diner with the girl he loves for the time.
You’ll learn that he left his watch at home for this trip because he was hoping for infinity.
And while I was once that man at the table with the beauty that is you, my dinner date,
I am now the man who sleeps on a bed of coals.
The man who, if you ask him for the time, can only answer in relativity to when the sun rises,
When he can awaken and gently peel the flesh that has melted from the smoldering wood.
His bed.
His resting place.
So never ask a man
Who is wandering to his car in the night
With tears in his eyes for the time.
Chances are, the face of his watch no longer remains, or possibly
Has been replaced with something impossible for you to see.
Something that may even be approaching the impossibility of being seen by him.
And the finger that once rested on the call button
May now rest on the trigger of the gun that he prays will allow for his own rest
On his bed of coals,
And this time he will rest forever, without being awakened by the man that will ask him for the time.
For he no longer remembers time.
Much like he can no longer sum up the courage to call the beauty that is you, a lingering ghost in his memory.
And his only solution may be to blow out the brain—
The mind—
That can no longer picture your face,
But only the blurring into focus of a brick wall as a blindfold is removed from his eyes.
Even though the only thing he strives so much to see is the beauty
That is you,
Or rather, isn’t.
Can no longer be you
Because he has lost such an image to the destructive force that is
And isn’t
Time away from you.

Senior
HonorS THeSiS
PreSenTaTion

John Ratliff

B.S.

in

Biology

“Electromyography of
Mastication Muscles in
College Athletes”
Directed by Dr. Carol Britson

Friday, November 7
at 11:00 am
Honors College Room 311
The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to a
disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.
26393

36103

Facebook: Rebel Radio 92.1
Twitter: Rebel Radio
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BFA student creates
thesis on body image

BAR COVERS

continued from page 1

Courtesy Of: DESIREE KAPLER

ILLUSTRATIONS BY: OLIVIA DAMES

a profit while at the same time
staying within fire capacity,”
Bradley said. “Not everyone is
willing to pay an expensive cover.
“The largest cover I’ve seen
at Funky’s was $50 while I’ve
heard of some bars reaching
$80 covers.”
While $50 might not deter
everyone from Funky’s, not
everyone is Katy Perry. When
asked if the bars didn’t make
enough money alone on sales
to get rid of the cover, Bradley
expressed that a cover is just a
necessity.
“If we didn’t charge a cover
while almost every other bar
did, it wouldn’t be smart considering we still meet capacity with a cover,” Bradley said.
“Why not make more profit
that could potentially be used

36071

to upgrade the bar or add
more attractions?”
Tate Crosby, junior English major from Jackson, is
one student who doesn’t feel
covers are needed.
“I don’t believe it is necessary for bars to charge students
an arm and a leg before they
ever actually enter the door,”
Crosby said. “Understandable,
though? I guess, as they know
locals and visitors alike will inevitably pay these large covers
and proceed to go in and spend
more money.”
Crosby also said that bar covers on game weekends can influence whether or not he goes
to the Square altogether.
“Large covers on game weekends can definitely influence
whether or not I go to the
Square,” Crosby said. “If all of
the bars are charging too large
of a cover, sometimes it’s best
to just cut your losses and head
home early.”

SARA ROGERS

sbrogers@go.olemiss.edu

Desiree Dawn Kapler is a senior
BFA Imaging Arts major at Ole
Miss who is currently working on
her thesis titled “Exposed.” Her
goal is to create a body of work
concerning the emotional impact
that negative body image and society’s standards have on women.
Kapler has always been interested in body image as well as women’s health, as she was diagnosed
with cancer at the age of 2. Kapler
explained her cancer experience
correlates with the emotions she
deals with, and she wants to emphasize how obnoxious women’s
self-image can become.
“We spend our lives being told
one thing, how to be, how much to
weigh, how much hair is too much
or too little, how a woman should
act,” Kapler said. “But we don’t
have to live like that. I want people
to go home and think, ‘You know,
maybe the world isn’t obsessing
over my chin like I am. Maybe
they see me for me.’”

30377

Miss student and bouncer at
The Round Table, knows covers
serve other purposes besides
making the bar extra money.
“The reason bars charge a
cover on game weekends is to
reduce overcrowding and help
to not reach capacity so quickly,” Baker said. “The people
who are willing to pay a cover
to get into a bar are the people
who are going to spend money
on buying drinks as well.
“I haven’t seen the cover affect the customers that come
into the bar. It is still full of college students every weekend.”
While Baker said that some
people might initially turn
away from a bar when they hear
it is charging a cover, he said it
doesn’t take long for them to
come back after exploring other options.
“People who initially turn
away when hearing a bar is
charging a cover normally decide to pay it anyway when
they realize that every other bar
is charging a similar amount,”
Baker said.
However, some bars can
charge higher covers than others.
“The highest cover I have
seen at the Round Table is $20
while I have seen The Library
go up to $60 a person,” Baker
said.
Kendric Bradley, a bouncer at
Funky’s, has also seen increasing covers on game weekends
for similar reasons like staying
within capacity.
“The reasons behind raising
the cover at Funky’s is to make

Kapler said weight has been a
struggle for her throughout her
life, as most women do feel negative or insecure about their bodies
at some point or another in their
lives. Last fall, she made a body
suit consisting of cotton-stuffed
pantyhose with hair. She took
pictures of herself in the suit
struggling, as if she were inside a
cocoon. In hopes to reach a more
personal level with her art and
show people that her art related
to them, she brought her performance to the public. Around the
end of September, Kapler wore the
body suit around campus, to class,
and even stood on top of a stool in
front of the Student Union.
“Sometimes we blow our insecurities out of proportion. We
think we can walk through a
crowd and only be seen as that one
so-called flaw,” Kapler said. “My
suit is a representation of that. It’s
a fat, hairy, naked suit. I can’t hide
the fat and hair. It’s exposed to
everyone. That’s how insecurities
feel. Exposed.”
Kapler’s personal struggles with
body image and health throughout her life pushed her to share
her story in a way that relates to
other women. She hopes students
will see her work and rethink
beauty along with society’s “ideal
look.” With only a couple negative
responses to her project, she has
experienced multiple signs of gratitude from students on campus,
both males and females who show
interest in her project. Kapler said
it is both terrifying and exciting to
hear that people love what she is
doing because she does not want
to disappoint them as they root
her on.
“What you see is not what we
see. Your insecurities are not sitting on a pedestal for us to stare
at,” Kapler said. “We are all in this
together, and you don’t have to be
afraid or too ashamed of yourself
to reach out.”
Kapler stressed that in learning
that she does not have to conform
to society’s body image requirements, she is realizing body-hate
is a simple waste of time and that
we are all different. At the end of
the month, five of her videos will
be showcased in the gallery for her
BFA Thesis Exhibit along with artists Johnathan Kent Adams and
Julia Tatum, and she will graduate
in December.

news
JONES

continued from page 1
being able to reach him.”
Stocks said first and foremost
the community’s thoughts are
with Chancellor Jones and his
family and the community is
ready to assist Jones as he battles
lymphoma.
“I have confidence in the leadership team of our university and
the ability of our university community to continue our momentum and progress in the months
to come,” Stocks said.
Associated Student Body President Davis Rogers said he feels
the student body will be very
encouraging and supportive of
Chancellor Jones.
“To many of us students, the
chancellor is more than just a
chancellor, more than just a superior,” Rogers said. “He’s a friend

and a mentor.”
Trentice Imbler, president of
the Alumni Association, said she
is sad to hear the upsetting news
but knows the Ole Miss community will be nothing but supportive.
“The whole Ole Miss community is devastated to hear this
news, but I know the chancellor
is strong,” Imbler said. “I know
he’s in the best care, and we just
want him and his wife Lydia to
know that they’re certainly in my
prayers and the prayers of the
alumni and friends of The University of Mississippi.”
Blanton said Jones is going to
continue being the chancellor of
the flagship university of the state
of Mississippi until either his doctors or God says he can’t.
“Anybody who knows Dan
Jones knows he doesn’t quit,”
Blanton said. “He’s not a quitter
and he doesn’t back down from a
challenge.”
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Rebels React:
Ross Bjork (@RossBjorkAD): “Thoughts & prayers to our
leader & my boss Dan Jones as he fights cancer & enters
treatment. Growing out my beard in his honor!”
Will Allen (@WillAllen30): “Cancer and especially lymphoma hits close to home..
Hate hearing about Chancellor Dan Jones; definitely sending prayers to him and
his family!”
Rob Barber (@OleMisterRob): “Thoughts and prayers go out for Chancellor Dan
Jones. Wishing a speedy recovery for a man who has done so much for our University.”
David Kellum (@RebVoice): “Just heard the news about Chancellor Dan Jones.
Lifting him and his family up in prayer as he undergoes treatment for lymphoma.”
Margaret Ann Morgan (@Margaret_AnnM): “Lifting up Chancellor Dan Jones
and Mrs. Lydia in prayer. One of my greatest role models and supporters”
Kimberly Allen (@KimberlyAllen24): “A campus full of thoughts and prayers going out for Chancellor Dan Jones and his family. No one fights alone.”
Collin Brister (@Cbrister17): “It breaks my heart to hear the Dan Jones news.
Just an amazing person. Done a lot to better this university. Prayers out to him.”

Ole Miss
hosts first
Rebel Day
Members of the
Ole Miss football
team participated
in the university’s
first Rebel Day on
Thursday. For more
pictures and video
of the event, visit
theDMonline.com
PHOTO BY: THOMAS GRANING

Football players Denzel Nkemdiche, left, and Laquon Treadwell speak during Rebel
Day in front of the Union Thursday.

PHOTO BY: THOMAS GRANING

Students sign a blackboard with their favorite part of Ole Miss during Rebel Day in front of the Union Thursday.

30956
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Music on the Courthouse Lawn to be held tonight
SARA E. BAKER

sebaker@go.olemiss.edu

The Oxford Square Alliance
and Visit Oxford have joined
together to produce another
opportunity to hear great Mississippi music at Music on the
Courthouse Lawn today.
“We’re backing the event because we love the atmosphere
of a football Friday,” said Mark
Huelse, co-owner of Something Southern and president
of the Oxford Square Alliance.
“The Oxford Square Alliance
and Visit Oxford are jointly
sponsoring this event to enhance that feeling of a football
weekend on the Square.”
This weekend Ole Miss fans
will flood Oxford to support
the Rebels against the Presbyterian Blue Hose at 11 a.m.
After the game, the Square is

usually stomping ground for
post-game fans.
The last concert in this
year’s series of Music on the
Courthouse Lawn will showcase the Jazz Tones, featuring
well-known blues artist Effie
Burt.
Effie Burt is no stranger to
Oxford; Burt performed at the
first Annual Oxford Blues Festival in 2010 and has returned
to perform at the festival over
the years.
Burt has also performed at
familiar Oxford venues such
as The Blind Pig Pub, City
Grocery and Rooster’s Blues
House – all located on the
Square.
An Oxford native, Burt was
discovered through a chance
night of karaoke, according
to her website, the domain of
which is a nod to Burt’s telling

nickname, Jazzy Diva.
Burt grew up performing
with her 13 siblings before
becoming an artist of international renown. The Mississippian has now performed
with the Waterloo-Cedar Falls
Symphony
orchestra
and
headlined at the International
Jazz Festival in Jamaica.
Burt has also performed
at events for several political events and big names, including former President Bill
Clinton and President Barack
Obama.
A musical jack-of-all-trades,
Burt has been performing and
composing for decades. Her
band, Effie and Friends, can
often be found playing local
venues throughout Mississippi and Tennessee, though
Burt has performed across the
United States.

“It’s wonderful to come
and hear live music from the
courthouse lawn; a unique experience, especially for people
who haven’t come out before,”
said Will Hunt, lead marketing for the Oxford Square Alliance. “For the last two years,
the Oxford Square Alliance
has been trying to promote
live music through events like
this.”
The Oxford Square Alliance works to provide fun and
meaningful experiences on the
Square. Upcoming events include a Holiday Open House.
“Our Holiday Open House
is going to be Friday after
Thanksgiving and before the
Egg Bowl,” said Hunt. “There
are going to be a lot of wonderful things to do around the
Square. Make sure and mark
it on your calendar for Christ-

mas tree lighting, movie on
the courthouse lawn and kids
activities.”
The Oxford Square Alliance and Visit Oxford hope to
use Music on the Courthouse
Lawn to fire up the Ole Miss
family through the muchloved pastime of listening to
good music on the Square.
“We did it last year as well
for Fridays before home football games to provide an even
greater environment around
the Square, while a lot of visitors and locals were out and
about, to add on to our unique
environment,” Hunt said.
Music on the Courthouse
Lawn will take place this from
5-7 tonight on the Lafayette
County Courthouse grounds.
It is free and open to the public.

Caring for
Oxford families
since 1995
Flu Vaccines Available Now!

Monday - Friday
8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Noon to 5:00 p.m.
No Appointment needed

Will Dabbs, MD

662-234-1090

David Coon, MD

Voted Oxford’s
Best Medical Clinic
for 10 years in a row!

urgentcareclinicoxford.com
1487 Belk Blvd.
Oxford, MS 38655

26396

NewsWatch

The 30-minute show is the
ONLY LOCAL television newscast
generating news directly to and for
Ole Miss, Oxford, and Lafayette
County.

5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
Channel 99

Rebroadcast at 10 p.m.

Weekdays 5 pm

lifestyles
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Intermediate Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volume 1, Book 10

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
2

INTERMEDIATE

3

1

1 2
5 8
2 7
6 5
3 9
7 4
9 3
1

4

6

8

8 1
6 7
2

5

7 9
5 8
4 3
9 2
1 6
3 4

7 8 5 9 2 6

4

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.

Sudoku #4
2 1 4 5 3
6 3 9 7 2
7 8 5 9 6
6 1 3 7
5 3 8 4
7 2 1 9
4 7 6 8
2 5
4 1

© 2013 KrazyDad.com

6

7

8

9

9

2 5

2

3

4
9
8
1
3
5

4
9 6 2
8

7

1

4

3

1

9

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.
5

7 8

6
4 1 5
4
5
7

6

5

HOW TO PLAY
All buses heading in the opposite direction drive off the face of the earth
and never return.
-- John Corcoran

2

Puzzles by KrazyDad

9

Sudoku #4

SUDOKU©

8
3

36050

9 7 8 6
1 8 3 5
2 6 9 1
8 3 7 9
6 9 4 3
5 4 2 8
3 5 6 2
7 2 1 4
4 1 5 7

1603 W jACKsON AvE, OxfOrd

Sudoku #6
4 3 1 5
9 6 2 4
5 7 8 3
6 4 5 2
2 8 7 1
1 9 3 7
7 1 4 8
3 5 9 6
2 6 9

OPEN LATE

8

50
5
PICK-UP ONLY

10 Large sLices $

4 3
7 8
2 9
8 1
9 5
6 7
3 4
5 2
6

THE
BIG DEAL

1

Courtesy: DR. DRE PRODUCTIONS AND LEAKS ARTWORK

Red and blue aren’t just
colors. Colors have meaning,
whether it be red lights signaling for a vehicle to stop
in traffic or the connotation
many people have with blue
being the calming hue of the
sky or the ocean. In many
neighborhoods across the
world, red and blue represent
a quest for power in communities riddled with violence
and despair.
On the cover art for rapper
Kendrick Lamar’s newest single “i,” two people stand sideby-side, one wearing blue and
one wearing red. The colors
signify the rival gang affiliation that grew from the streets
of Compton, California, Kendrick’s hometown, to create
conflicts that reach as far
as Europe. In his world, red
will always stand for Blood,
and blue will always stand for
Crip; peace on Earth begins
with peace on his streets.
The men that stand side by
side in this image aren’t gesturing to create the gang symbols that are often associated
with the sets they represent;
they both have fashioned
their hands in the shape of a
heart. The message of street
gang peace is important and
poignant, but there is a larger picture that the audio and
music video that accompany
“i” helps depict even better
than the thumbnail associated
with the single.
The song’s most striking
feature is its unconventional
sound. Instead of sampling,
producer
Rahki
commissioned musicians to replay
elements of The Isley Brothers’ 1973 hit “That Lady, Pts.
1 & 2,” a song written during
the genesis of Los Angeles
street gangs. Many of these

them off with a high-energy
chorus that proclaims over
and over “I love myself!” Between each cadence of the
self-serving mantra, Lamar
inserts zen-like quips such as,
“The world is a ghetto with
big guns and picket signs,”
and, “One day at the time, sun
gon’ shine.” His voice rings
through a tinny effect that
sounds reminiscent to a PA
speaker, further invoking psychedelic, anti-establishment
vibes that rallied outspoken
American youth in the early 1970s. This melding of the
plight of the African diaspora
with the flower child aesthetic
are both characteristic of Kendrick’s meteoric rise to rap
prominence as a member of
the appropriately-titled collective, Black Hippy.
Some rap purists weighed
in with negative reviews of
the record, which reaches far
outside of Lamar’s usual bag
of tricks. In an interview with
FADER, Kendrick responded to critics of “i,” stating:
“You’re supposed to innovate
and, not only challenge yourself, but challenge your listeners.”
In an interview with a Los
Angeles radio station, Power
106 FM, Lamar extended his
challenge to fans to internalize the song’s message.
“The reason behind a lot of
the turmoil in (my) city is because we don’t have self love,”
he said. “It starts from within.”

Sudoku #8
6 7 9 2 8 5 1
5 2 1 9 3 4 6
3
4 6 7 1 5
2 4 6 7 3
9
8
7 1 2 3 4
4
3 5 9 8 2
1
6 7 5 2 8
7
8 3 1 6 9
5 8 4 9 7

jlboyd3@go.olemiss.edu

clubs were founded in the
interests of the self-policing
of black neighborhoods after
events, such as the Watts Riots, strained the relationship
between the black community
and the police.
As the leadership of the
Civil Rights and Black Power movements in Los Angeles
began to dwindle, many black
youth used their angst as a
reason to band together. The
funky tunes of this era, much
like the gang lifestyle of the
region, serve as defining features in West Coast rap music
from the advent of the subgenre with early artists such
as Ice-T, N.W.A., Compton’s
Most Wanted and DJ Quik.
Kendrick and Rahki, along
with a band including popular L.A. area bassist Thundercat, reimagined the popular
G-Funk sound that is almost
synonymous with the Los Angeles rap scene. The guitar
riffs are more frantic than Ernie Isley’s slaps on the original, and the drums thump
deep into the groove.
Even with its “dancingthrough-the-street” style motif that mirrors the video from
Pharrell’s 2013 smash “Happy,” Kendrick’s adept lyricism
teeters on the edge of darkness before jolting itself back
to the light.
“I’ve been dealing with depression ever since an adolescent, duckin’ every other
blessin’, I can never see the
message,” Kendrick raps in
the opening stanza of the
song’s third verse.
With the familiar feel-good
warmth of disco funk blanketing each word Kendrick
speaks, many of the brutal
punches of his paranoia are
easy to miss.
For all the lows Kendrick
presents in his verses, he tops

8
5
6
1
9
4
3

JARED BOYD

2

Is ‘i’ okay for Kendrick?
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FASHION COLUMN

A return of goth
ALEX PRESLEY

aspresle@go.olemiss.edu

Perhaps what comes to mind
when we think of goth is badly mismatched, ill-fitting dark
colored clothing. Marilyn Manson was the poster child for the
goth movement in the ‘90s that
lasted well into the early ‘00s.
I think it is safe to say that he
scares me, and I am not a fan of
his aesthetic.
Fast forward to 2014. A new
movement is on the loose.
While the grunge revival has
been on the rise for a while, I
see a new trend is emerging
that shows everything old really is new again.
I remember being in the seventh grade and begging my
parents to let me paint my nails
black, as the color was making
its grand entrance as an acceptable nail color. Previously, “punks” and “goths” only
wore it. After wearing my parents down - a year later - I was
hooked.
To this day, even though I
take an occasional break for a
rich oxblood hue, black is always what I go back to. Maybe
it’s due to the original feeling
that the color was forbidden
to me that makes me love it so
much; maybe it’s that it matches everything I put on with a
sleekness that nothing else can
match.
The new goth revolution has
taken many forms. Designers
such as Rick Owens, Comme
des Garcons and Yohji Yamamoto have made the look called
“Goth ninja” popular. The look
is all about head-to-toe dark,
monochromatic color schemes
and skillful draping.
Another interesting new development is the “health goth”
craze. This is an interesting
concept, as it not only has to do
with what you wear, since it is
a lifestyle trend. Health goths
can be seen sporting specifically monochromatic, all-black
sportswear while working out.
And, clearly, as the name states,

health goths are incredibly concerned with working out.
An example of this is Rick
Owens
himself.
Although
some of his designs can be
categorized into the goth ninja genre, Owens displays the
typical health goth aesthetic
and physique. His wardrobe is
all-black, and he is cut. More
high-fashion health goths may
choose a more unique fabric
for their workout attire, such
as neoprene and leather, which
come in handy when trying
to maximize perspiration. A
health goth’s music of choice
is a mixture of trap music and
heavy metal, as odd as that
combination may be.
Alexander Wang’s new range
for H&M that came out yesterday will also add fuel to the
health goth fire. The affordability and chicness of these
pieces is incredible. There is a
multitude of variety in this collection, even though every look
consists of primarily black or
gray. There are boxing gloves,

sports bras, gym bags and even
yoga mats to make working out
more fashionable. Perhaps the
brilliant Mr. Wang predicted
this trend and knew exactly
when his range would be the
most successful.
Call me crazy, but there is
something outlandishly attractive about this trend. Who
doesn’t feel a little bit more
rebellious and more powerful
when decked out in all-black?
I must throw out a disclaimer here and say I do not stand
behind wearing a face mask to
work out, which some more extreme health goths do. Maybe
I’m just sick of the bright and
obnoxious workout-wear that
is rampant and exhausted. Or
maybe I’m just looking to stylize the only aspect of my life
that I haven’t thus far.
Another new goth trend is
that of the street goth. Rapper
A$AP Rocky has popularized
the look and is partly responsible for bringing it more into
the mainstream. A common

tonight & saturday

the
mojiles band

Courtesy: H&M

trend among street goths is to
replace some “A’s” with “V’s,”
as A$AP Rocky does frequently
with his name when referring
to himself (A$AP Rocky= A$VP
Rocky). This stylization likely
originates from Black Scale, a
clothing brand, who does this
as well.
The aesthetic of a street goth
is minimalistic and simple. The
lines are clean, and the cuts are
simple. The looks are usually all
black, with some white to break
it up. Pants underneath shorts,
black snapbacks, sneakers and
leather pants are staples in a
street goth’s closet.
The new “goth” genres may
be offbeat to some, but I think
if you get past the label, they
are quite interesting at the root.
These styles all have a unique
way of taking casual looks and
making them more fashion-forward, sophisticated and smart.
It sometimes takes an open
mind to adapt to new styles,
but in an ever-changing world,
this is only necessary.

36106

Sports bar open at 11am Sunday
for all your NFL Games
Chiefs at Bills  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Noon
Cowboys at Jaguars .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Noon
49ers at Saints  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Noon
Falcons at Buccaneers .  .  .  .  .  .  .Noon
Titans at Ravens .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Noon
Dolphins at Lions  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Noon

Steelers at Jets .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Noon
Broncos at Raiders .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .3:05
Giants at Seahawks  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .3:25
Rams at Cardinals  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .3:25
Bears at Packers  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .7:30

*library cards will work this weekend*

120 South 11th Street • 662.234.1411
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Four Downs: Presbyterian

Featuring DM sports editor Dylan Rubino (@drubino11) and football writer Cody Thomason (@thecodythomason)

After two demoralizing losses in
a row for the Rebels, what kind
of performance do you expect
to see from the team against
Presbyterian?

How will the injuries suffered
on the offensive line impact the
play of the unit Saturday?

What kind of impact will backup
redshirt freshmen quarterbacks
Ryan Buchanan and DeVante
Kincade have on the game, and
how much time do you see both
of them playing?

Which wide receiver do you
think will step up the most and
makes the most significant impact on the game in the absence
of sophomore wide receiver
Laquon Treadwell?

Dylan- The losses to LSU and Auburn
most likely knock the Rebels out of contention for the SEC West and the College
Football Playoff. The Rebels were in it
until the very end against Auburn last
Saturday. I think the devastating loss to
Auburn will light a fire under the Rebels
and help the team explode against an
overmatched Presbyterian team. It will
be tough to bounce back with the rash
of injuries Ole Miss has suffered over
the past two weeks, so you might see a
slow start early Saturday afternoon. The
defense should bounce back in a big
way after giving up a season-high 35
points last week, and the offense should
be a well-oiled machine, even without
sophomore wide receiver Laquon
Treadwell.

Dylan- The injuries suffered over the
past two weeks definitely hurts, but it
gives the opportunity for the younger
guys on both offense and defense to
make a significant impact Saturday.
Losing star sophomore offensive tackle
Laremy Tunsil will definitely have an
impact on the offensive line and also
junior Aaron Morris hurts as well. The
secondary will also see some new faces
with freshman defensive back Kendarius
Webster and sophomore defensive back
Kailo Moore planning to see a lot of
playing time Saturday. It’ll be interesting to see how these new faces will play.

Dylan- With the Ole Miss offense
looking to score a lot of points against
Presbyterian Saturday afternoon, senior
starting quarterback Bo Wallace will
most likely not start the whole game.
When Wallace comes out, will it be
redshirt sophomore Ryan Buchanan or
DeVante Kincade getting most of the
snaps under center? I think Buchanan
will get most of the snaps as he has
seemed to get a grasp of the playbook
better than Kincade so far this season.
Buchanan filled in nicely for Wallace
after Wallace exited the game against
Vanderbilt in the third quarter. Buchanan went 4-7 passing for 38 yards,
leading one scoring drive. Kincade is a
dual threat quarterback and can make
plays with his arm and legs. I expect
both quarterbacks to play, but Buchanan
getting most of the snaps.

Dylan- The passing attack revolved
around Wallace throwing quick screens
and slants to Treadwell, which helped
gain yards early and often. Now that he’s
out for the season, other receivers have
to step up. Senior Vince Sanders has
been the second most reliable receiver
behind Treadwell, so he’ll take over as
the number one guy. I expect Wallace
to find Sanders early and often on both
short and deep routes. Another player
to look out for is sophomore tight end
Evan Engram. Engram was open often
on seam routes up the middle against
Auburn. Look for Sanders and Engram
to fill in for Treadwell and rack up a lot of
receiving yards Saturday.

Cody- I think the team definitely won’t
be firing on all cylinders. The losses are
demoralizing, and the slew of injuries
the team has had recently will slow the
team down. I think Ole Miss should
still get the win pretty easily, but, after
this tough stretch, I don’t expect them
to play as well as they have most of
the season. The team might start off
slow and have some mishaps, but the
team should still put together a good
defensive performance and put some
points on the boards, even though they
will miss junior running back I’Tavius
Mathers and Laquon Treadwell.

Cody- With players such as Tunsil and
Morris out for the game and starting
junior center Ben Still still dealing with
an MCL injury, the line is very thin, and a
lot of new faces should see time. While
I think the chemistry of the group will
take a hit with new starters and players
swapping in throughout the game, they
should perform fine. Freshman Rod
Taylor will start his first game at guard,
but he’s played a lot throughout the
season and should be fine. Sophomore
offensive lineman Robert Conyers
should also be fine taking over at right
tackle as he’s started before and spent
a lot of time there. The question is how
backup junior center Craig Frigo will
step up with an increased role.

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day in advance.
The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is in
session except during the summer session which is Tuesday through Thursday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL • 662.915.5503

Cody- It will be interesting to see which
quarterback is farther along on his
development this Saturday. Kincade
offers the Rebels more speed and arm
strength, but Buchanan seems to have
a better grasp on the system and his
progressions. I think Kincade will put
together the better performance on
Saturday because of his big play ability
and the threat he brings to the ground
game, but I expect Buchanan to play
well also.

HOUSE FOR RENT
3BR/2BA COUNTRY VIEW VILLAGE
1094 country road 149. $1000/mo. Call
6627108889. 1.5mi from campus. Pets
ok.

ROOM FOR RENT
SPRING SUBLEASE Room available
in FURNISHED 2b/2ba, $539/ mo
(662)415-4273

WEEKEND RENTAL
WEEKEND RENTALS Coming to Oxford for a weekend? Check with Kay before you call a hotel! www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

HEALTH & FITNESS

Cody- I think sophomore Quincy
Adeboyejo could emerge as a big target
for Wallace. Adeboyejo stands around
6-foot-3, making him a great red-zone
option but also has the quickness to
step into slot wide receiver, where his
size will be a huge asset against smaller
nicklebacks. Adeboyejo has been solid
this year, but increased reps should
catapult him to the next level.

RELAX Student Special! $65 Full Body
Massage! Must mention ad! Limited
time offer. Exp Nov. 28th www. TherapeuticBliss.com (662)234-3400

PART-TIME
EARN UP TO $25/HR
WITH UBER

Drive with Uber in your free time and
earn up to $25 an hour. Set your own
schedule. Be your own boss. Apply online today at http://t.uber.com/olemiss

Buy It.
Sell It.
Find It.
in the DM
Classifieds.
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Men’s and women’s basketball to play exhibitions

FILE PHOTO

BROWNING STUBBS

bbstubbs@go.olemiss.edu

WOMEN’S EXHIBITION OPENER
OLE MISS VS. CHRISTIAN
BROTHERS UNIVERSITY
TONIGHT AT 5 P.M. CT
TV: NONE
TAD SMITH COLISEUM
Earlier this week, Ole Miss
women’s basketball head
coach Matt Insell said he
would treat this exhibition
game like an NBA preseason
game by letting everyone play.
Insell wants to throw different lineups out there to see
who can play best with each
other. With eight newcomers,
this exhibition is the perfect
opportunity to do just that.
Former Oxford High School
star and sophomore Erica Sisk
returns to Oxford after spending her first year at Murray
State. This game provides a
bit of a homecoming for Sisk,
who may be a favorite to land
the starting shooting guard
position. Point guard play
will be the most crucial position this year, and the point
guard battle will be between
freshmen Toree Thompson
and A’Queen Hayes. On the
other hand, Division II Christian Brothers University out
of the Gulf South Conference
comes into this matchup looking to upset the Rebels after
losing last season’s exhibition
matchup 74-59.

Faleru out on the court developing some chemistry with
her eight new teammates.

IMPACT PLAYER- CHRISTIAN
BROTHERS UNIVERSITY

Senior guard Breanna Ridgell returns as the Bucs’ leading scorer from a season ago
after averaging 16.7 points
per game. Throughout their
tenure in the Gulf South Conference, CBU holds the reputation for being a scrappy
team on the defensive side of
the ball. Ridgell averaged two
steals per game and could be
dangerous especially with a
very young Ole Miss backcourt.

MEN’S EXHIBITION OPENER
OLE MISS VS. DELTA STATE
TONIGHT AT 7 P.M. CT
TV: SEC NETWORK +
TAD SMITH COLISEUM
This may be an exhibition
matchup, but it’s a very important game for many of the
players who don’t have guaranteed playing time on the

team yet. Earlier this week,
Ole Miss men’s basketball
head coach Andy Kennedy
said he expects to play all 12
healthy scholarship players
against Delta State. Kennedy
wants to find the right unit of
players to develop a 9-10 man
rotation by the season opener against Charles Southern
Nov. 14. The only penciled
in starter is point guard and
senior All-SEC Preseason 1st
team member Jarvis Summers. The other four spots
are up for grabs, and tonight’s
exhibition will give us a good
look at who those starters
may be for the season opener. While Summers missed
most of the last three weeks
with a high-ankle sprain, an
opportunity opened up for
junior JUCO transfer Stefan
Moody. With wing-scoring
being a priority for this season, Moody is going to have
to come in and help Summers
out as opposing defenses will
key on Summers throughout
each game.

FILE PHOTO

Freshman forward Marcanvis Hymon may not get a lot of
playing-time this season since
he is a freshman. Tonight’s exhibition will be his one hope to
showcase his skills if he wants
to earn some playing time this
season. Wing-scoring and rebounding most certainly will
be the two areas where the
Rebels need to improve this
season, and Hymon can provide just that. With everyone
expected to play, this is Hymon’s golden opportunity to
showcase what he can do with
this veteran and deep roster.

IMPACT PLAYER- DELTA STATE

IMPACT PLAYER-OLE MISS

Senior forward Tia Faleru
earned a spot on the All-SEC
second team by a vote of the
leagues’ coaches earlier this
week. Faleru enters this season as the SEC’s top returning scoring and rebounding
and is primed to improve on
those numbers this campaign.
Expect the offense to run
through Faleru this season, as
there will be no Valencia McFarland on the court this year.
With the whole team expected
to play, it will be good to have
26391
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IMPACT PLAYER- OLE MISS

Sophomore
sharpshooter
Devin Schmidt returns as Delta State’s second leading scorer from a season ago after averaging 15.1 points per game.
In a game the Rebels should
win, Schmidt should be the
main guy Ole Miss should focus on as he proved to be dangerous last season.

LEFT Ole Miss guard Jarvis White guards
a USC-Aiken player during a game last
season.
RIGHT Georgia’s Merritt Hemps and Mississippi’s Tia Faleru fight for a rebound
during the first half a game last season.
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Jason Jones looks at changes in Landshark secondary

DYLAN RUBINO

thedmsports@gmail.com

The Landshark defense has
been the bright spot for Ole Miss
this season.
Before the game against Auburn, the defense hadn’t given up
more than 20 points in a game all
season. Even in a loss to LSU, the
defense gave up 10 points on the
road in a hostile environment.
The loss to Auburn was a different story. The defense that once
averaged only 11 points allowed
per game on defense gave up 35
points to the Auburn offense and
more than 500 total yards. The
points against average rises to 13.2
points per game after that.
The secondary is the position
group that everyone focuses on
when facing the defense of Ole
Miss. The secondary got torched
against Auburn, giving up 254
passing yards to opposing quarterback Nick Marshall, who is known
as a more effective runner than
passer. The secondary also gave
up two scores through the air.
Senior defensive back Senquez
Golson added another interception to his 2014 resume, picking
off Marshall in the second quarter
while the game was tied at seven.
The interception was Golson’s
ninth of the season, which makes
him second in the country.
Secondary coach Jason Jones

has noticed a significant change in
Golson’s approach to the game on
and off the field.
“Senquez has grown into a leader. It all goes back to coach (Hugh)
Freeze trying to teach him and
coach into him. I think Senquez finally got it,” Jones said. “He finally
got the process. He’s been a great
leader for us. He’s done a god job
talking to the younger guys, telling
them don’t make the same mistakes that he made.”
Jones talked about moving junior defensive back Mike Hilton
to safety and how it will affect the
depth of his group come Saturday.
Jones added on which other players will fill up the rest of the unit.
“We’ll move Mike Hilton back
to Rover for this week. Senquez
(Golson) will start at one corner, and (freshman) Kendarius
(Webster) will start on the other
side. (Senior) Cliff Coleman and
(sophomore) Kailo Moore will be
back up,” Jones said. “Kendarius
has had a great camp. He’s done
everything right and well. I think
he’ll do well.”
Moore moved from running
back to defensive back in the
spring, which helped with depth
in the secondary. Moore is also on
the track team, where he advanced
to the NCAA Outdoor Championships in the 4x100 meter relay.
Moore has not had a lot of expe-

rience playing defensive back for
Ole Miss yet, but Saturday will be
his chance to get plenty of reps.
“We got behind on schedule
with Kailo simply because he’s
learning a new position, new techniques and things like that,” Jones
said. “We’ve slowly been bringing
him along, but it’s hard during the
season with limited reps, and the
game plan is constantly changing.
The last couple of weeks, he’s gotten back to understanding exactly
what’s going on, so I’m looking
forward to seeing him get out
there on Saturday.”
The wide receivers need all the
help they can get with the injury
to sophomore Laquon Treadwell.
The experiment with former sophomore defensive back Derrick
Jones being converted to wide
receiver did not work out like the
Rebels hoped it would earlier in
the season. Jones has not had a
catch yet as a wide receiver this
season.
Jason Jones said Derrick Jones
will play snaps at wide receiver
against Presbyterian Saturday.
“DJ (Derrick Jones) will move
back to wide receiver. DJ is just a
great athlete,” Jones said. “He has
a good bit of flexibility in that we
can move him around from ofFILE PHOTO: CADY HERRING
fense to defense. He’s got a good
Defensive back Senquez Golson watches a replay during the second half of the game
attitude; he can do whatever, and
against Alabama Oct. 4. The replay showed a Mississippi interception to stop a potenhe’s a great help to the team.”
tial Alabama scoring drive late in the fourth quarter. Ole Miss won 23-17.
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